Peg Ornaments | Puffin

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Wooden peg doll body
(ours is 3½ inches tall)
Black, white, and orange
acrylic paint
Black, blue, and orange
felt
Hot glue or tacky glue
Alligator clips (in the
jewelry section of craft
stores)

WING (X2)

PUFFIN BEAK

WHAT TO DO

1. Paint the puffin’s body
black with a white face and
tummy; let dry.
2. Using the templates, cut
the wings, beak, and hat
pieces out of felt. Fold the
beak as shown and glue in
place. Fold the beanie into
a cone with the pompom
inside and glue in place,
then add the trim. Glue the
wings in place.
3. Paint the eyes, cheeks,
and beak accents onto
the puffin.
4. Glue an alligator clip
to the bottom, leaving
enough space beyond the
ornament to pinch the
handle.

BEANIE

POMPOM

1

2

3

GLUE
FOLD
PAINT
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Peg Ornaments | Narwhal

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Wooden-peg doll body
(ours is 3½ inches tall)
Blue, white, and black
acrylic paint
Blue felt
Hot glue or tacky glue
White and red pipe
cleaners
Alligator clip (in the
jewelry section of craft
stores)

TAIL
WHAT TO DO

1. Paint the body blue with
a white tummy; let dry.
Add the eyes and mouth;
let dry.
2. Using the templates,
cut the fins and tail out of
blue felt; glue to the body
as shown. To make the tail
flip up, glue it to the base,
then add a dab of glue to
the middle of the tail and
attach it to the back.
3. Cut a 2½-inch white
pipe cleaner, fold one end
down ¼ inch, and glue to
the head. Trim the chenille
to taper it into a point. For
the scarf, wrap a 5-inch red
pipe cleaner around the
neck, twist it in place and
curve the ends up.
4. Glue an alligator
clip to the bottom, leaving
enough space beyond
the ornament to pinch
the handle.
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FIN (X2)

Peg Ornaments | Walrus

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Wooden-peg doll body
(ours is 3½ inches tall)
Red, brown, and black
acrylic paint
Brown, tan, and white felt
Hot glue or tacky glue
Regular and plush white
pipe cleaners
Alligator clip (in the
jewelry section of craft
stores)

TUSK (X2)

NOSE

WHAT TO DO

1. Paint the walrus body
and jacket; let dry, then
add the eyes; let dry.
2. Use the templates to cut
the flippers, tail, snout, and
tusks from the felt. Glue
to the walrus as shown. To
make the tail flip up, glue
it to the base, then add a
dab of glue to the middle of
the tail and attach it to the
back. Let dry.
3. For the hat, trim the
plush white pipe cleaner to
3¼ inches, curve it around
the walrus’s head, and glue
in place. For the belt, curve
a 4-inch piece of regular
white pipe cleaner around
its waist; let dry.
4. Glue an alligator
clip to the bottom, leaving
enough space beyond
the ornament to pinch
the handle.

TAIL
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FLIPPER (X2)

Peg Ornaments | Arctic Krill
TAIL
WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Wooden peg doll body
(ours is 3½ inches tall)
Orange, pink, and black
acrylic paint
Blue, orange, and pink
felt
Hot glue or tacky glue
Orange pipe cleaners
Alligator clips (in the
jewelry section of craft
stores)

WHAT TO DO

1. Paint the krill as shown;
let dry. Add the eyes,
cheeks and mouth;let dry.
2. Using the templates,
cut the mittens, tail, and
stripes out of felt; glue in
place and trim to fit.
3. Trim the pipe cleaners
to 2½ inches. Bend the
ends down ¼ inch and glue
to the krill’s head. Curve
the other ends slightly.
4. Glue an alligator
clip to the bottom, leaving
enough space beyond
the ornament to pinch
the handle.

TAIL STRIPES
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MITTEN (X6)

Peg Ornaments | Reindeer

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Wooden-peg doll body
(ours is 3½ inches tall)
Brown, white, black, and
red acrylic paint
Red and brown felt
Hot glue or tacky glue
Brown pipe cleaners
Alligator clip (in the
jewelry section of craft
stores)

EAR (X2)

WHAT TO DO

1. Paint the doll brown
with a white tummy; let
dry. Paint on the eyes,
nose, and mouth; let dry.
2. Use the template to cut
the vest and ears out of
felt. Pinch the bottom of
the ears together and glue
to the head. Assemble the
vest as shown and glue to
the body; trim to fit.
3. For the antlers, cut
two 2¼-inch pieces and
four ¾-inch pieces of pipe
cleaner. Twist two shorter
pieces onto each of the
longer ones, then bend
the ends ¼ inch and glue
to the head. For the arms,
cut two 2½-inch pieces of
pipe cleaner. Bend the ends
down ¼ inch, curve them
into a C, and glue inside
the vest’s armholes.
Tuck the other ends inside
the pockets.
4. Glue an alligator
clip to the bottom, leaving
enough space beyond
the ornament to pinch
the handle.

VEST

POCKET

GLUE
FOLD
PAINT
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Peg Ornaments | Musk Ox

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Wooden peg doll body
(ours is 3½ inches tall)
Brown and black acrylic
paint
Brown and red felt
Hot glue or tacky glue
Alligator clip (in the
jewelry section of craft
stores)

HORN (X2)

NOSE

WHAT TO DO

1. Paint the doll brown;
let dry.
2. Cut out the ears, horns,
nose, fur, and boots from
felt. Pinch the bottom of
the ears together and glue
to the top of the head.
Glue the nose and horns
in place. Glue on the fur
pieces from the bottom
up, overlapping each layer;
trim to fit. Glue the boots
into the layers of fur.
3. Paint on the eyes
and nostrils.
4. Glue an alligator
clip to the bottom, leaving
enough space beyond
the ornament to pinch
the handle.

TOP LAYER OF FRINGE

FUR (X4)

EAR (X2)

BOOT (X4)

GLUE
FOLD
PAINT
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